
 
Wallchart for preparing (scientific) presentations 

Start	  by	  adopting	  the	  proper	  mindset	  
The aim is to inform, not to impress; to contribute, not to compete. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Don’t compress your entire work to the 
tiny time slot. This approach is easy for 
the presenter, but produces boring talks. 

 
 
Convey central message by well-crafted 
storyline, designed visualization, and carefully 
selected content that directly support the 
message 

Gentle	  reminders	  on	  slide	  design	  
Most of these we know (deep down) but at times forget or ignore due to hurry. 

o  Slides are not that important—you, your story, and your enthusiasm are! Slides only assist you. (If 
you think that slides are more important, just share them and skip the entire presentation.) 

o  Favor visuality (right-brain information)—audience gets the points faster and easier. 
o  “What is this slide about?” should become clear in 10 seconds—confused audience cannot listen. 
o  Assertive titles convey points faster (e.g. “Population increase is unsustainable” instead of the 

undescriptive and blunt title “Population” for a slide with a population plot). 
o  Providing one point per slide (and one concept per slide object) prevents confusion and split focus 

(e.g. one message per plot, no insets). 
o  Slides and speaking should remain synchronous. Because speaking advances one concept at a time, 

also slides should advance one concept at a time.  
o  Use keywords only, not complete sentences. Don’t force audience to read while you are talking. 

o  Respect empty space—slides don’t need to be filled up. Spaciousness supports focused thinking.  
o  Avoid fancy transitions, flashy animations and useless flamboyance (unless subtly related to aim). 
o  Avoid using slides as a mere reminder list on what to say next. 
o  Bright font on dark background can be more pleasant for eyes, especially in dark rooms. 
o  There is no right time per slide: complex slides may require 5 minutes, highly visual ones 5 seconds. 

Crafting the talk: the alphabet recipe AB/CD/EFG 
 

Without computer (most of the work, brainstorming with pen and paper) 

 

A=Aim (Set a precise aim/goal for the whole talk) 
o  What is my central message and why it matters? If audience 

remembers only one thing/concept/message/result, what should it 
be? What do you want to achieve with your talk? Why are you 
giving this talk?  

o  Formulate the goal, for yourself, into one sentence for later 
reference (similar to the title, but more explicit and revealing). 

o  E.g. convey the message “Earth orbits around the Sun, Ptolemy and 
others are wrong”, not a vague “What I’ve been up to lately” 

 

B=Beneficiaries (Who, where, when, why?) 
o  Listeners: age, gender, expertise, nationality, size of the audience, 

people requiring special attention, other speakers before or after? 
o  Constraints: time, time of day, venue, language, available equipment? 
o  Why do they think about the talk? What do they expect? View the 

audience as a group of individuals that benefit from your talk. 
o  Remember, the listeners’ only care: WII FM (What’s In It For Me?) 

 

C=Contents (What to talk about and what not) 
o  What (obvious) questions might the audience have, given the title or 

topic? What background info, results, plots, figures, equations, or 
demonstrations help you achieve the goal? If content doesn’t drive 
you towards the goal, leave it out! (Also crucial for timing.) 

o  Choose as little content as possible, but not less. Aiming to impress 
listeners by your “extensive” knowledge is counterproductive. 

 

D=Design (Design the storyline) 
o  Shape the contents into a coherent story. Avoid sidetracks unless 

they drive the story or help make the talk memorable. 
o  Allocate timings for different parts of the talk. 
o  Construct an attention grabber to the beginning: conclusion, key 

result, demo, solution, curious detail. Don’t wait until the end 
when giving your central, “take home message”. You give the first 
impression in mere 20 seconds—no time to give much content. 

o  Don’t plan the slides yet, just the storyline and logic. 
o  The goal comprises the entire talk like the taste of good food 

comprises the entire plate. Goal is not something reached at the end!  

 

With computer (talk should be mature before even opening presentation software) 

 

E=Enumeration of slides (Quick and dirty first draft) 
o  Given the contents and design, create slides: choose the number of slides and 

put the titles, figures, graphics, and text for each slide.  
o  Don’t fiddle with the layout or appearance! Just throw it all in. Extensive 

fiddling raises the bar to modify slides later. Guideline: aim to spend one 
minute or even less constructing one slide (once all raw material is at hand). 

o  If figures are missing, just use placeholders or create quick sketches. 
o  Slides can be enumerated even on paper or using post-it notes. 

 

 

F=First test (The first talk out loud) 
o  Don’t “practice” yet, just test if design “works”, appears to function.  
o  Is the message clear and goal achievable? Does the story run without hiccups? 

Do you think everyone can follow every step in the logic?  
o  Is timing OK? Never-ever exceed your time! 
o  Do you answer all the questions you thought audience might have? 
o  Repair the talk and make necessary adjustments. Prepare for major 

removal and rearrangement of content to get the logic, flow, and 
timing right. (Repairing is easy since slides were initially made quickly.) 

 

G=Grind and polish (Revise, refine, and practice) 
o  Rehearse the talk until you feel confident. Find balance, as too much practice 

may lead to lost spontaneity. Don’t fiddle with the visual appearances until 
the talk works and the slide contents are settled. 

o  Rote learning of the start and the end of your talk can be helpful (“Good 
morning. My name is n.n. and it’s my great pleasure to xx. Today I will share 
with you a most unexpected new result. … [the talk itself] … which gives our 
result a huge impact. Thank you.”)  

 
Process of making the talk is more important than slides (and AB/CD is more important than EFG). 
Frequently audience and goal, as well as contents and design need to be considered simultaneously. 
Ideally, talk abstract should be written after AB/CD. 
Allow time for the process and let it mature in the background. Be ready in good time. 
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